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Question: 1
View the Exhibit.

The exhibit shows the task list for a simulation that was run with 10 tokens. Notice the note
“Simulation finished but all tasks were not completed.” The dialogue below appears when the
details link is selected. Only one token passed through the first task and then Task:3. Then the
simulation apparently halted and then timed out. The BEST solution to this problem would be
which of the following?
A - Resolve inconsistencies in the Data Model.
B - Add a merge to join the paths through Task2 and Task:3.
C - Modify the input criteria of Task:4 to use OR instead of AND.
D - Apply user input that the simulation is waiting for.
Answer: C
Question: 2
Which of the following reports would give the BEST comprehensive evaluation for the cost of a
process?
A - Static Analysis Resource Cost
B - Static Analysis Activity Cost and Duration
C - Dynamic Analysis Process Instance Cost
D - Dynamic Analysis Process Cost
Answer: D
Question: 3
View the Exhibit.
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A simulation has been set to run 100 tokens. When reviewing results, it appears that the
simulation has counted 200 tokens for the task “Route Application.” The doubling of the tokens
was caused by “AND” statements (rather than an “OR” statement) for the output of the Process
“Receive Application from Agent” and the input for “Process Applications.” Once this has been
corrected, what else must be changed for the process to run correctly?
A - Set the two Stop Nodes in “Receive Application from Agent” to End Nodes.
B - Set the “Method of Selecting an output Path” to “Based on an expression” in the General Tab
of the simulation snapshot attributes.
C - Set the input logic for the task “Route Application” to “OR” rather than “AND
D - Replace the Join with a Merge object.
Answer: D
Question: 4
View the Exhibit.
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A simulation is run on the process shown in the diagram. The results of 100 tokens being passed
in the simulation is also shown. Which of the following is true based upon the simulation results?
A - The simulation engine did not successfully complete processing of all 100 tokens.
B - The decision is being made inclusively.
C - The simulation engine is not distributing the tokens as the percentages on the branches of the
decision indicate
D - Task 2,3,4 are not executing simultaneously.
Answer: D
Question: 5
Which of the following is the BEST approach for comparing the performance of different versions
of the same process model?
A - Use the change management repository, and run a compare to determine the changes from
the older to the newer.
B - Use the change management repository, and activate the comparison analysis.
C - Use the simulation results from the two versions of the same process model, and run the
comparative analysis from static analysis.
D - Use the simulation results from the two versions, and activate the comparison analysis from
dynamic analysis.
Answer: D
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